ENGLISH EXERCISE 2nd GRADE

1 pt. on each one if you write correctly the sentence, using the correct tense.

I.- COMPLETE YOUR TIMELINE WRITING AN IMPORTANT SITUATION THAT HAPPENED TO YOU ON EACH AGE.

I was born in __________

When I was 5

When I was 10

When I was 12

II.- WRITE 4 SENTENCES DESCRIBING PAST HABITS USING : “USE TO”

1 pt. each one if you write correctly the sentence, half point if you use incorrect the tense of the verb.

4.- ________________________________
   ________________________________
   ________________________________
   ________________________________

5.- ________________________________
   ________________________________
   ________________________________
   ________________________________

6.- ________________________________

7.- ________________________________
   ________________________________
   ________________________________

III.- WRITE SENTENCES WITH INFORMATION ABOUT HOW YOU USED TO SPEND YOUR WEEKENDS WHEN YOU WERE YOUNGER.

1 pt. if you use correctly the frequency and write correctly the sentence, half point if you don’t use the correct frequency or write incorrect the sentence. No points if no answer.

8.- (100%) ________________________________
   ________________________________

9.- (50%) ________________________________
   ________________________________

10.- (0%) ________________________________
     ________________________________

Happy Easter Vacations!
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